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Next generation 
cancer registry 
informatics
At Elekta, we have led the way in cancer 
registry informatics for decades. We make it 
our business to listen to your needs and to 
bring you meaningful innovations that will 
make a difference to your critical role in 
cancer surveillance.

Our next generation cancer registry software 
builds on a solid foundation of quality and 
reliability to further elevate your workflow 
efficiency and save you valuable time.

The journey towards a better understanding 
of cancer care starts here–with you–and 
with Elekta Registry Informatics. 

Where information meets innovation.
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Modernize your cancer 
registry workflow
Elekta Registry Informatics provides a clear, intuitive, 
web-based workspace and a host of new time-
saving features to improve your workflow efficiency. 
Located in Axis Cloud as a SaaS solution, it provides 
a secure foundation for improved remote access.

Superior user experience

Simple software navigation  
for streamlined workflows

Find cases with ease using helpful  
filters in basic and advanced searches

Continue navigating the software  
while exporting files

Configure your cancer registry workflow to your 
specific data management requirements

Streamlined abstracting

Search within the abstract to find fields rapidly

Collapse and expand fields as required

Configure and add fields quickly and easily
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Quality data you can rely on
With sophisticated review and acceptance tools, efficient merge 
capabilities, effective patient follow-up and routine updates to ensure 
accurate and complete data, Elekta Registry Informatics will help you to 
comply with local, national and international regulatory requirements*.

Advanced data integration

• Import data directly from your OIS or EHR 
through open-source file configuration

• The import manager creates a new  
abstract or adds a follow-up record

• Customizable lifetime patient  
follow-up manager incorporates  
all required follow-up details

• DeathMatch® and SSDI tools match patients 
against current national mortality data

• Fully integrated analytics dashboards  
provide valuable performance insights

Multi-site flexibility

• Quickly choose to work within  
one or multiple facilities

• Share treatment and follow-up 
information across facilities easily,  
without duplicating effort

• Accommodate multiple NAACCR  
versions across your facilities

Easy reporting

• Advanced filter options simplify 
comprehensive data analysis and reporting

• Rapidly generate pre-defined 
reports on selected facilities

• Save and share reports conveniently

*Elekta Registry Informatics meets current regulatory and reporting requirements, including: 
ACoS, AJCC, NAACCR, NPCR and SEER (national and state/provincial), ICD-O-3 and ICD-10.

Achieve better data, easier 
access, quality benchmarking 
and actionable insights with 
Elekta Registry Informatics.
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Efficient dedicated  
service and support
Elekta Registry Informatics Support Team
Multiple channels are available for you to receive 
support and access resources. Our experienced support 
specialists, including Certified Tumor Registrars and IT 
experts, are available to answer questions and solve 
problems quickly and completely. Many of our support 
team members are active in the industry, such as 
serving on national standard-setting committees. 

Elekta Professional Services 
Elekta Professional Services allow you to benefit from 
our rich implementation and training expertise to unlock 
the full potential of Elekta Registry Informatics and 
configure it to your individual needs. 

Learn more at elekta.com/registryinformatics
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Subscribe to better
Elekta Registry Informatics is available as part of a cloud-based software subscription 
model. This eliminates the hassle of installing, managing and maintaining the 
software, while ensuring every user is working on the latest version.

Choose your Elekta Registry 
Informatics Package

*Axis Cloud is subject to regional Azure availability.
**Death Match not available outside of the USA.

Axis Cloud 
Hosting*

SMS Import,  
NAACR Import

Ad hoc  
Reports

SSDI Death  
Match**

MOSAIQ 
Connect

Registry 
Analytics

Essential: 5 users
Core package designed for institutions looking 
for basic registry informatics functionality

Elevate: 10 users
Robust package that includes DeathMatch  
for automatic verification of vital patient  
status against the national mortality  
listing and advanced EHR integration.

Empower: 15 users
Fully featured package that includes  
advanced analytics tools to achieve quality 
benchmarking and actionable insights.
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Elekta Axis Cloud
With Axis Cloud you’re free to focus 
completely on your cancer registry workflows. 
The advanced data security features allow 
safe remote working, giving you both 
flexibility and peace of mind.

Worry-free 
Designed specifically for Elekta oncology 
software, Axis Cloud helps you improve the 
performance and scalability of your practice.

Cost-effective 
Providing a fully managed service,  
Axis Cloud allows you to control costs  
and eliminate unplanned expenses.

Reliable 
Leverage the power of Axis Cloud to 
boost your software performance  
and eliminate downtime.

Secure 
Built and automated on Microsoft 
Azure, Axis Could benefits from  
built-in system compliance, the latest 
advanced data security features  
and multilayer threat protection.
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Why Elekta Registry Informatics? 

  Easy remote abstracting 

  Efficient, streamlined workflows

  High-quality data validation 

  Valuable quality performance insights 

  Dedicated support specialists

  Advanced data security

Protecting your data  
and system performance

Elekta is ISO 27001 
certified

Axis Cloud is SOC 2 
Type 2 compliant

aicpa.org/soc4so
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Hope for everyone  
dealing with cancer.

Elekta AB 
Box 7593 
SE-103 93 
Stockholm, Sweden 
T +46 8 587 254 00

Turkey, India, Middle East, Africa 
T +90 216 4743500

North America 
T +1 770 300 9725

Latin America, South America 
T +55 11 5054 4550

Asia Pacific 
T +65 6221 2322

Japan 
T +81 3 6722 3808

China 
T +86 10 5669 2800

For further information please contact your local Elekta office.
Details can be found at elekta.com/offices


